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Rhythm and Blues, Pop, rap and Soul...that is the style of Thaddeus Carlton. 14 MP3 Songs POP:

Today's Top 40, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: This is my eleventh album!...So, when I see people

who are still working on their first album, they often ask..."How do you get enough material to do eleven

albums?"...I tell them that it is simple...All you have to do write songs every single day of your life and

Believe in God and your Creativity. Most people set their goals according to the accomplishments of

others...They try to be as good as what they have seen. I attempt to be better than what others have

achieved. They set the standards for what was. I set my goals on what will be...We are all geniuses...We

just don't Believe we are. When you compose music every day, you somehow transcend most people's

relationship with Love, Life and the Universe. In other words, you become connected with "The Flow".

"The Flow" is all things Natural. It is natural to express one's self poetically but most people will not allow

themselves to be "mushy" like that. Similarly, people rarely tell loved ones that they love them...They

leave these chores for Hallmark Cards to do...At an early age, I realized that I could better express my

personal feelings by making my own greeting cards...I have been told, "That's easy for you to do because

you are 'special'...No,...I'm not special...I have merely practiced expressing myself so much that now I'm

pretty good at it. "Practice makes Perfect!"...This sounds corny but it is true! There is no such thing as

natural talent. Behind the Success of everyone who you think has 'Natural Talent' is a story of Practice,

Persistence and Belief. To say that natural talent is the reason for a person's Achievements is only an

excuse used by individuals who don't even wany to try...Believe me, you don't want to be a person who is

afraid to try! If you practice every day...finish everything you begin and promote yourself sufficiently,

Success is guaranteed. I'd like to take this moment to talk about the Jackson Family...They are all so

humble. Up to a couple of days ago, I had not focused on the fact that when Michael Jackson goes on
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trial, the whole family is imprisoned. Katherine Jackson is such a nice person...It made me very sad to

hear about her bowing her head in shame as a videotape of her son's accuser was shown in the

courtroom. This trial is wrong...It should be done in private...There will be no winners at the conclusion of

the proceedings... Everyone loses...Everyone except the blood-sucking media who feeds on the

misfortune of celebrities...Of course, none of this exploitation would be possible if the Public was not so

negative by nature...This is the only case of 'Natural Talent' that exists in the Universe...The natural

attraction that human beings have to wanting to see other human beings suffer...As I mentioned

above...you have to transcend the level of other human beings...Get A Life! Thrive on the fruits of your

own Success rather than the downfall of others. In this album I attempt to focus on the brighter side of

Life with songs like "Magic Man", "Musica Latina", "Genie In A Bottle" and basically all the other songs

included in this project. This CD is excellent...That may sound arrogant but generally, if I like it, then you

will like it! (Keep in mind that I listen to the songs hundreds of times before you hear them even

once...and I'm still having fun with them). I truly write the songs for you. Most of this album is up tempo.

This CD is suitable for continuous play at a party...Right in the middle of all the fast songs is the only slow

song represented in this collection...The song is entitled "Always"...That is how long I'll love

you..."Always"! Another very romantic song is track number 5, "Forever Yours"...I'm sure that you will

have a great time listening to and dancing to these tunes. Remember, you can always reach me at

thaddeus@musiccdclub.com. You can also visit me at totallyexcellentmusic.com...Thank You for

continung to support me!!!
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